Abstract-Fast and reliable detection of stator faults is of key importance for fail-safe and fault-tolerant machine drives in order to immediately trigger appropriate fault mitigation actions. The paper presents a detailed analytical and experimental analysis of the behavior of a closed-loop controlled permanent magnet machine drive under interturn fault conditions. It is shown that significant second harmonic components in the dq voltages, currents, instantaneous active power (IAP), and instantaneous reactive power (IRP) are generated during turn fault conditions. The analyses further show that the increase of the second harmonic in IAP and IRP during fault conditions is comparatively higher than that of voltage and current, making them ideal candidates as turn fault indicators. A turn fault detection technique based on second harmonic in IAP and IRP is implemented and demonstrated for a triple-redundant, fault-tolerant permanent magnet assisted synchronous reluctance machine drive. The effectiveness of the proposed detection technique over the whole operation region is assessed, demonstrating fast and reliable detection over most of the operating region under both motoring and generating mode.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
TATOR insulation is subject to progressive degradation due to electrical loading, thermal cycling, winding vibration, and environmental contamination [1] . According to the industrial surveys in [2] , stator winding failures account for 21%-37% of the total machine failures. Stator winding degradation may lead to interturn, phase to phase, or phase to ground failure [3] . Among these failure modes, interturn fault might be considered as the worst fault case since it usually only involves few turns, resulting in a very low impedance of the short-circuited path. As a result, large fault current is induced, producing excessive The authors are with the Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, The University of Sheffield, Sheffield S1 3JD, U.K. (e-mail: bowang.ee@hotmail.com; j.b.wang@sheffield.ac.uk; a.griffo@sheffield. ac.uk; bsen.ee@gmail.com).
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heat, which further degrades the insulation between the winding and lamination, eventually leading to complete failure [4] . The high turn fault current can also cause irreversible demagnetization of the magnets [5] . Significant effort has been devolved to fault-tolerant machine design [6] , [7] , fault modeling [8] , fault detection, and mitigation strategies [9] to avoid or at least alleviate the effects of this severe failure. Accurate and fast turn fault detection is a prerequisite technique for any fault-tolerant system as it enables the application of fault mitigation actions. Reliable fault detection is also of paramount importance in order to avoid false alarms and associated unnecessary downtime. Stator insulation diagnosis and monitoring have been extensively investigated in the literature [10] . Most of the turn fault detection techniques are based on a motor current signal analysis (MCSA) due to the noninvasive nature of current sensing based techniques. MCSA techniques rely on a stator current spectrum analysis to identify spectral components associated with the fault or degradation [11] . The turn fault current generates a second harmonic disturbance in the synchronous dq-axis reference frame [12] . Consequently, second harmonics emerge in the dq-axis currents i dq , and voltages u dq , both for mains-fed and closed-loop controlled inverter-fed machine drives. Therefore, second harmonics of currents and voltages in synchronous reference frame have been proposed as a fault indicator. In [13] , Park transform was applied to the currents to extract fault signature, whose ellipticity indicates fault severity. The method was further extended in [14] by tracking the component at twice of the fundamental frequency. The amplitude of this spectral component is directly related to the degree of asymmetry of the motor windings, as a result of a fault. Essentially, these two methods are exploring the second harmonic in i dq as a fault signal [15] . In [16] , [17] , the fault detection was realized by comparing the magnitude of the second harmonics in control voltages, demonstrating that the turn fault severity is proportional to the amplitude of second harmonics. Unfortunately, the synchronous reference frame second harmonics exist in healthy conditions due to natural unbalance in a drive system. Hence, they are not only affected by the machine operating conditions, but also by the controller parameters, further complicating the fault detection strategy.
In [18] , it was demonstrated that the instantaneous power, defined by the product of the currents and voltages, has definite advantages since it carries more information than current or voltage signals individually. Both the instantaneous active power (IAP) and instantaneous reactive power (IRP) have been investigated as an indicator to detect various faults for induction machines [19] , [20] . It is shown that the stator turn fault results in higher harmonics in IRP than in IAP [21] - [23] . However, despite some experimental evidence, detailed analytical and physical insight into the causes of these different trends has not been previously reported, nor its applicability to turn fault detection in synchronous PM machine drives assessed and demonstrated.
The main aim of this paper is to develop a simple and reliable turn fault detection technique for closed-loop controlled inverter-fed PM drives. Compared to the extraction of the second harmonics of voltages and currents for both dq axes, it is shown that the second harmonic in IAP or IRP provides a stronger fault signature. The proposed fault detection technique is also demonstrated to be fast and relatively computationally inexpensive. Furthermore, a theoretical analysis shows that in a closed-loop controlled PM machine drive, the turn fault would cause a higher second harmonic in IRP compared to that in IAP when the drive operates in the motoring mode, whereas the opposite is true when the drive operates in the generating mode. Hence, in the motoring mode, the second harmonic in IRP is selected as the fault indicator, whereas in the generating mode the second harmonic in IAP is preferred. The turn fault detection methodology is presented in detail and implemented in a triple-redundant, fault-tolerant PM drive. Extensive simulation and experimental tests have been performed to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed detection technique over the whole operation region.
II. TURN FAULT MODELING
The machine under consideration is a 36-slot 6-pole permanent magnet assisted synchronous reluctance machine (PMA SynRM) as shown in Fig. 1 . In order to provide enhanced fault tolerance through physical, electrical, and thermal isolations, the conventional overlapped windings are divided into three sets of separated three-phase windings that do not overlap with each other. The electrical isolation is achieved by using three standard three-phase inverters to drive each three-phase set. The three inverter drive modules share the same speed controller, which provides the same current references. The current references are tracked by independent current controllers. These segregated windings and independent drives minimize the risk of fault propagation between different three-phase winding sets and provide redundancy to tolerate various faults [24] .
In case of an open-circuit fault in the switches or the windings, the faulty set of windings can be simply deactivated by opening all the switches in that set. If a short-circuit failure occurs in the switches or the windings, terminal short circuit can be applied on the faulty set by closing all the bottom or the top switches of the corresponding three-phase inverter. Since the PM flux in this machine is relatively low, the resultant short-circuit currents are lower than the rated. Furthermore, as demonstrated in [24] , in case of an interturn fault, the high fault current can be alleviated by applying a terminal short circuit to the fault set to nullify the external flux. The detection of open-circuit, short-circuit fault of switches and windings can be relatively easily implemented as discussed in [25] - [27] . However, the turn fault is potentially more challenging to be detected. This is due to the fact that the turn fault typically only involves few turns, resulting in a benign fault signature, as seen from machine terminals and consequently a low signal-to-noise ratio. The excessive fault current, however, requires immediate detection and mitigation action. This necessitates a fast and computationally efficient detection within a few tens of milliseconds before developing into a catastrophic failure.
The specifications of the machine are listed in Table I . Without loss of generality, a single turn fault, which has the least fault signature but leads to the highest fault current, is assumed in coil A1 of set ABC, as shown in Fig. 1 . And the schematic circuit of set ABC windings is shown in Fig. 2 . Measurements have shown that a large turn fault current i f of approximately eight times of the rated value is induced in the short-circuited path. Therefore, this severe fault should be detected immediately and terminal short circuit should be applied on the fault set as a remedial action.
III. FAULT SIGNAL ANALYSIS
In order to develop a reliable turn fault detection method, it is necessary to analyze the fault behavior of the drive under closed-loop control and select the fault indicator with the highest signal-to-noise ratio. The second harmonics in the voltage, current, and power are of particular interests. These quantities are fundamentally influenced by flux linkages of the windings. In a healthy condition and neglecting high order harmonics, the flux linkage of the fault turn is expressed as
where ϕ, ω, and θ 0 represent the magnitude, electrical angular speed, and phase angle, respectively. In case of a turn fault, the turn fault current is predominantly reactive and produces flux linkage, which opposes the flux linkage in a healthy condition. Thus, the flux linkage induced by the fault current can be approximated as where ϕ f denotes the magnitude of the flux linkage. Transforming this flux linkage to the dq-axis yields
The second harmonics in the dq flux linkages are seen as disturbances to the current controllers, and consequently cause second harmonics in the voltages and currents. In order to analyze the resultant second harmonic currents and voltages, the current control block diagram is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The PI current controller is simplified as a proportional control since the integral control has limited bandwidth and therefore negligible influence at the second harmonic frequency.
The machine voltage equations can be written as
where the stator resistive drop has been omitted to facilitate the derivation. 
As a result, the voltage equations in (4) by the current feedback control in Fig. 3 can be simplified to
The gains K pd and K pq are selected as ω c L d and ω c L q , respectively, based on pole-zero cancelation, where ω c is the current controller bandwidth, which is set to 200 Hz. By analytically solving (7), the second-harmonic currents and voltages in steady state, denoted as i d2 , i q 2 u d2 , u q 2 , can be derived as
Defining i d0 , i q 0 as the dc components of i dq , the synchronous currents and voltages can be derived as
It can be seen that the turn fault induces second harmonics in both currents and voltages. The magnitudes of the second harmonics are influenced by the current control bandwidth. The IAP and IRP can be calculated as [28] 
The second harmonics of the active power and reactive power are extracted from (10) and given in
Since the PM flux linkage ψ m is relatively small and negative, i d is often required for maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) operation in IPM, ψ d0 is quite small compared to the other terms in (11) . Hence, the magnitude associated with the cosine component of p 2 approximately equals that with the sine component of q 2 . Consequently, the magnitude of p 2 depends mainly on its sine component, whereas the magnitude of q 2 mostly on its cosine component. Comparing the sine component of p 2 and the cosine component of q 2 , it can be deduced that the magnitude of q 2 will be higher than p 2 when i q 0 is positive. On the contrary, the magnitude of q 2 will be lower than p 2 with a negative i q 0 . This means that in the motoring mode (i q 0 > 0), the second harmonic in IRP is higher than that of IAP, whereas it is lower than that of IAP in the generating mode (i q 0 < 0). It should be noted that the above analysis is based on simplified assumptions and additional causes of the second harmonics in IAP and IRP because natural machine unbalance and magnetic saturation are not considered. Nonetheless, since the major contributor to the second harmonics is the turn fault, the above analysis demonstrates the relative effects on the proposed fault indicators based on second harmonic characteristics of the IAP and IRP.
In order to understand the second harmonic behavior in the IAP and IRP in the turn fault condition over the whole operating region, a turn fault model [29] for the machine under study has been established in MATLAB/Simulink. Fig. 4 shows the simulated second harmonics of the IAP and IRP of the faulted three-phase set in the motoring mode and the generating mode, respectively. It can be observed that in the motoring mode, the induced second harmonic of the IRP in the fault set is higher than that of IAP over the whole torque-speed range, whereas it is lower than that of IAP in the generating mode. These results are consistent with the above analysis. Further, the turn fault influence on the second harmonic of IRP in the motoring mode and on the second harmonic of IAP in the generating mode is more linear across the whole operating region. Therefore, for the purpose of turn fault detection, in the motoring mode, the second harmonic in reactive power proves to be a stronger signal, whereas in the generating mode, the second harmonic of the active power is more preferable. It is also evident that the turn fault detection at low speed becomes challenging since the magnitude of the second harmonics diminishes as the speed approaches zero.
IV. FAULT DETECTION DESIGN
Experimental implementation of the proposed fault detection based on second harmonics in instantaneous power for the closed-loop controlled 3 × 3 phase fault-tolerant machine is presented in this section.
It is worth noting that the machine inherent asymmetry and unbalance is inevitable due to manufacturing tolerance, limited accuracies of current sensors [30] , and disparity in inverter characteristics. All these factors will contribute to second harmonics in a healthy condition. In order to compensate the background second harmonics, lookup tables are produced for each three-phase set to record the second harmonics in healthy conditions. They are dependent on manufacturing tolerance and disparity in device and material characteristics, and hence differ in each specific machine drive. In most well-manufactured machines, asymmetry will be very small and the resultant second harmonics in IAP and IRP can be obtained automatically during healthy operations. The lookup table covers the whole torque speed range and it is designed as 10 × 20, 10 points for the torque under each speed and 20 points for the speed in step of 1000 r/min.
The three-phase set with a turn fault due to insulation failure exhibits large second harmonic in the fault indicator. However, the indicator would be significantly lower for the remaining healthy sets. The second harmonics of the healthy set are also simulated and compared with the fault set, as shown in Fig. 5 , for both operation modes. It can be seen that the induced second harmonics of the fault set are much higher than that of the healthy set. Thus, the second harmonic of each three-phase set can provide an inherent cross reference to enhance the fault detection. Any harmonics-based fault detection might be sensitive to spurious harmonics generated during speed and load changes resulting in false alarms. The application of cross reference between three three-phase sets can significantly reduce the influence of the speed and load transient on the fault indicators, as such transients will be common to all three sets, while second harmonic is only significantly higher in the fault set, eliminating the risk of false alarms.
A block diagram illustrating the turn fault detection method for motoring mode is shown in Fig. 6 . First, the reactive power is calculated based on the control voltages and measured currents using (10) . Then, the amplitude of the second harmonic is extracted by the filter, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 6 . Look-up tables provide the reference second harmonic in healthy conditions. Finally, the fault indicators are processed by a fault decision block. The fault flag is triggered if denotes the reference second harmonic of set ABC in a healthy condition. The first inequality is verified if the second harmonic is two times higher than its reference in a healthy condition, whereas the second inequality indicates that it is also 1.5 times higher than that of the other two sets. The coefficients in the two inequalities can be tuned to maximize detection sensitivity while eliminating any false alarm. By means of the lookup table and the cross reference, the influences of machine unbalance and transients are compensated, ensuring the reliable and accurate detection. The same detection mechanism is also implemented in sets DEF and GHI. The detection in the generating mode has been implemented similarly with the only difference being that detection is based on the second harmonic in IAP.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The proposed turn fault detection technique has been tested on the previously described triple-redundant, nine-phase faulttolerant PMA SynRM drive. Fig. 7 shows the test rig where the machine is mounted on a dynamometer via a high-precision in-line torque transducer and driven by three independent threephase inverters shown in Fig. 8 . Each inverter is independently controlled by a digital signal processor (DSP) based current feedback loop. Oil cooling and water cooling have been implemented for the machine and inverter, respectively. The turn fault emulation setup is illustrated in Fig. 9 where a single turn short circuit in coil B2 of set ABC can be emulated by closing the relay shown in Fig. 9(b) . Thick cables are connected to the fault turn to minimize the additional resistance in the fault path.
A. Typical Turn Fault Behavior
Since the turn fault current is significantly higher than the rated value, fault occurrence is only tested at low speed to minimize the risk of damage. This does not result in loss of generality as low speed is also the most challenging region for detection. First, the turn fault is injected at 0.06 s when the drive operated at 1000 r/min with 100-A load current and MTPA angle γ = 46
• in the motoring mode. The peak turn fault current shown in Fig. 10 reaches 480 A or 4 p.u. The measured dq currents i dq and the resultant dq control voltages u dq are shown in Figs. 11  and 12 , where the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 denote the quantities for sets ABC, DEF, and GHI, respectively. The IAP and IRP are calculated as shown in Fig. 13 . In a healthy condition, when t < 0.06 s, the currents, voltages, IAP, and IRP signals are similar for the three 3-phase sets. After the turn fault, the drive continues to operate by the current feedback control. However, noticeable harmonics appear in all signals, and the dominant is clearly the second harmonic. It can be observed that the amplitudes of second harmonic in voltages and currents are relatively small, only a few volts or amperes. In contrast, the second harmonic in IAP and IRP are significantly higher, resulting in high signal-tonoise ratio. In agreement with the previous analysis, the second harmonic in IRP is significantly higher than IAP. Therefore, the second harmonic in IRP q 2 should be chosen as the fault indicator in the motoring mode. The extracted second harmonics in IRP for three 3-phase sets are shown in Fig. 14 . As can be seen Further tests are conducted at 1000 r/min with 100 A in the generating mode. The currents and voltages responses are similar, hence only the IAP and IRP are plotted in Fig. 15 . Differently from the motoring mode, now the second harmonic in IAP becomes higher than that of IRP, confirming the foregoing analysis. Therefore, in the generating mode, the second harmonic of IAP is employed as the fault indicator. The processed second harmonics of IAP is shown in Fig. 16 . The behavior is similar to that in Fig. 14 , hence the turn fault can also be detected reliably. Fig. 17 . Detection ratio at 500 and 1000 r/min in motoring (M500, M1000) and generating (G500, G1000) modes.
B. Detectability Over the Whole Operating Region
An important criterion for fault detection is its detection zone over the torque-speed operating range of the drive. According to Fig. 5 , it can be concluded that the most difficult region for the detection is at low speed where the second harmonics in IAP and IRP is quite low. Hence, in addition to the test at 1000 r/min, the proposed detection algorithm is also tested at 500 r/min. The ratios of the second harmonic in IRP and IAP defined as
generating mode (13) have been measured in a number of operating conditions in order to evaluate the detectability based on the proposed criteria. The results, shown in Fig. 17 , demonstrate that in the motoring mode, the ratio is always greater than two; therefore, the turn fault can be detected in all the tested conditions. As expected, the detectability ratio increases with the speed. In the generating mode, the ratio under 1000 r/min is always higher than two. However, at 500 r/min the ratio drops below two when the load current is higher than 90 A. This means that the turn fault is not detectable in this operating region using a threshold of two for the p
ratio. This effect is caused by a number of reasons. First, at low speed, the turn fault current is intrinsically lower. Furthermore, the resistive drop can no longer be neglected in the fault path and the induced flux is not exactly opposed to the external flux. The fault influence on i dq and u dq is also limited. The voltage drop due to inverter nonlinearities also affects the voltage applied to the machine. In the motoring mode, the voltage reference signal is higher than the real voltage due to the inverter voltage drop while the opposite is true in generating mode. Hence, the amplitudes of u dq in the generating mode are reduced compared to the reference values.
Based on the above analysis, the detection zones can be expressed as abs (T ) > 0.1 pu speed > 500 r/min (14) and they are plotted in Figs. 18 and 19 . In the motoring mode, all the operating region is detectable, whereas in the generating mode only a small region, when speed is below 1000 r/min and torque is less than -60 N·m, is not detectable. 
C. Detection Under Transient Conditions
Fault detection based on harmonics can trigger false alarms during load and speed transients. Robustness of the proposed fault detection is examined for a transient process, as shown in Fig. 20 . Initially, the machine is loaded with 40-A current and MTPA angle γ = 33
• at 1000 r/min, and at t = 0.13 s a step change in the current reference from 40 to 60 A (γ = 33
• ) is applied for all three sets. The filtered responses of the second harmonics are shown in Fig. 21 and they all undergo a transient process during which their magnitudes increase significantly. As can be seen, although the second harmonic amplitude of any three-phase set is two times higher than the reference value, no false alarm is triggered because the differences in the second harmonics are less than 1.5 times or the second inequality in (12) is not true. A test is also performed when the current step change takes place at 1000 r/min and a single turn fault is injected simultaneously. The second harmonic responses are shown in Fig. 22 . In this case, although the second harmonics of all three sets increase during the transient, the second harmonic in the fault set is particularly higher. Thus, the fault can be detected during the transient.
To avoid risk of damage in repeated tests with the turn fault, simulations are performed in various operating conditions with speed and torque changes. The results show that the fault criterion in (12) yields correct detection in all cases. It follows that by cross referencing the second harmonics of the three 3-phase sets, the proposed fault detection is also effective during transient while the false alarm can be avoided. The proposed detection technique is applicable to the conventional three-phase machines. To ensure no false alarm during transient, however, additional measure is required to discriminate the change in the fault indicator due to speed or load transients in healthy conditions. When the technique is applied to the triple-redundant 3 × 3 phase fault-tolerant drive, the false alarm can be eliminated simply by cross reference of the fault indicator of each three-phase set. Furthermore, the fault detection technique suits very well for the fault-tolerant drive and enables fault-tolerant operation when a fault is detected and mitigation action is taken.
D. Fault Mitigation Strategy
As previously discussed, the turn fault can be effectively mitigated by applying a terminal short circuit to the faulty set. Experimental validation of the integrated fault-tolerant mechanism including the fault detection and mitigation strategy is demonstrated. One turn fault scenario with mitigation is tested at 1000 r/min with 60-A current under MTPA operation in the motoring mode, as shown in Fig. 23 . Initially, the machine is operating in the healthy condition when a single turn fault is triggered by the relay. The fault current increases to 340 A, which could cause further damage to the machine if no remedial action is applied immediately. This turn fault is detected within one fundamental cycle (less than 15 ms) and the mitigation is applied. After the terminal short circuit, the fault current is reduced to 135 A, which can be thermally sustained indefinitely by the machine. In addition, operation of the other two 3-phase sets are almost not affected, as evident in measured current waveforms of other two sets in Fig. 24 , continuing to generate torque. Therefore, the triple three-phase configuration does not only eliminate the false alarm in transient process, but also enables the fault-tolerant operation other than complete failure for the conventional three-phase machine drive.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the factors that may affect the fault detection are discussed by simulation. First, the influence of the current control bandwidth in healthy and fault operations has been analyzed. According to the previous derivation, the second harmonics in the dq-axis currents, voltages, IAP, and IRP are affected by the current controller bandwidth. Therefore, a turn fault is injected at 0.1s when the machine operates in 1000 r/min with 60 A in the motoring mode. The bandwidths of the current controllers are set to 200 and 400 Hz, respectively. The resultant responses in the dq-axis currents, voltages, and IRP are compared, as shown in Fig. 25 . As can be seen, increase of the control bandwidth from 200 to 400 Hz does not have a significant effect in the healthy operation. In the fault condition, however, the second harmonics in the dq currents decrease with the increase of bandwidth while an opposite trend is seen in the voltages. Consequently, the second harmonics in the IRP are almost not affected. By performing fast Fourier transform, the changes in the second harmonics of dq-axis currents, voltages, and IRP are -42%, 10%, and -5%, respectively. Thus, the IRP is shown insensitive to the current controller bandwidth. The response of the IAP in the generating mode is similar and therefore is not presented.
Second, the influence of the nonzero impedance in the shortcircuit path is investigated. External resistance and inductance will reduce fault current and resultant second harmonics. While no additional resistor is inserted in the fault path in testing, the emulated short circuit includes the cable impedance and the relay contact resistance. The external resistance and inductance introduced to the fault are estimated to be 1.5 mΩ and 1 μH, respectively. These values are very close to the impedance of the single turn fault. The effect of the turn fault with and without the external impedance is simulated at 1000 r/min with 60 A load current, as shown in Fig. 26 . It is found that the turn fault current is reduced by 38%, whereas the second harmonic in the IRP is reduced by 35%. However, the fault can be detected since the resultant second harmonic is much higher than the reference value in the healthy condition. When the external impedance is sufficiently high, the fault cannot be detected; however, the fault current is also much lower and the condition can be thermally contained by the machine.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a turn fault detection technique was developed based on the second harmonic in IAP and IRP for a tripleredundant, fault-tolerant PM machine drive under the closedloop control. Analytical derivations, simulations, and experiments confirm that the second harmonic in IRP is higher than that of IAP in the motoring mode, while the opposite is true in the generating mode. The analysis demonstrates that the second harmonics in IRP and IAP are suitable indicators for turn fault detection in the motoring mode and the generating mode, respectively. The proposed detection was implemented in a triple-redundant nine-phase (3 × 3 phase) machine drive. The effectiveness of the detection technique over the whole operation region was examined. It is shown that, with the exception of a small low-speed region, the proposed technique can detect the turn fault reliably and facilitate the mitigation action to minimize the turn fault current without affecting the healthy sets operation.
